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Abstract –This paper is based on speech emotion recognition on the basis of speaking rate. The emotions considered in this 
study are anger, disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sadness and surprise. At the first stage on the basis of speaking rate eight 
emotions are categorized into 3 broad groups namely active (fast), normal and passive (slow). In the second stage, these 3 
broad groups are further classified into individual emotions using vocal tract characteristics. 
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) can be used for developing the emotion models. Formant features can be used in the 
second stage, to achieve robust emotion recognition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper presents   emotion recognition from 
speech signals .In this paper the frame work is to 
extract features from the speech signals that can be 
used for the detection of emotional state of the 
speaker. The task consists of assigning a fixed set to 
the emotion category (anger, fear, happiness and 
sadness). The second section consists of features 
associated with speech signal, extraction of features 
from speech signal (e.g. acoustics & prosody) & the 
system description .In section three various methods 
are used for feature extraction depending on the type 
of feature extracted. Fourth gives various algorithms 
used for feature extraction & emotion detection. 
 
II. METHODOLOGY 
 
   Emotions play an important role in motivation for 
complex organisms. They determine the behavioral 
reaction to environmental and internal events of 
major significance. For example number of emotion 
theorist suggest that positive emotions are elicited by 
events that satisfy some motive ,enhances one’s 
power of survival, or demonstrate successful 
exercises of one’s capability. 
Detecting emotion from speech can be viewed as a 
classification task. It consist of assigning a fixed an 
emotion category to a speech utterance. 
 
 A. System Description 
 
The system consists of four major parts as shown in 
Fig . 
 
Speech Acquisition 
Feature extraction 
Emotion recognition system 

 
Figure 1.A simple diagram of emotion detection system 

 
For the purpose of feature extraction ,spectral 
analysis algorithm such as Mel-frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients’ MFCCs will be used. For prosody 
ananlysis pitch and energy will be used to determine 
prosodic features. For classification GMM model will 
be used. 
When the fixed length of speech segment is fed into 
the system through the speech acquisition process, it 
is split into spectral analysis components and prosody 
analysis components..After computing probabilities 
separately with corresponding GMM classification is 
performed. 
 
B .Feature Extraction 
   
Excitation source, vocal tract system and prosodic 
aspects are the main sources of speech features for 
developing speech systems. Generally spectral or 
system features, extracted at segmental level, are 
found to be robust for any of the speech tasks. Hence 
in this work, MFCCs are used as primary features. 
For improving the performance of emotion 
recognition at the broader level (at the first stage) 
prosodic features such as pitch, duration and energy 
are combined with spectral features. Variation in 
vocal tract shapes/sizes and dynamic changes in 
articulator movements mainly cause the change in 
speaking rate. Spectral features and pronunciation 
pattern .greatly get affected by the change in speaking 
rate. Therefore in this study, spectral features ( 
phoneme modulation), prosodic feature 
(pronunciation variation) and formant features (for 
speaker, gender independent emotion recognition) are 
used to develop emotion  models. 
 
1) Spectral Features 
This can be implemented by using MFCC. Human 
auditory system is assumed to process speech signal 
in a nonlinear fashion. Lower frequency components 
of speech signal contain more information. Therefore 
nonlinear mel scale filter has been designed to 
emphasize lower frequency components over higher 
ones. In speech processing mel frequency cepstrum is 
a representation of the short term power spectrum of 
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a speech frame using linear cosine transform of log 
power spectrum on a nonlinear mel frequency scale. 
Conversion from normal frequency to mel frequency 
is given by 
 
m =2595 log 10 (f/700+1) 
where ‘f ’ indicates normal frequency and ‘m’ is 
corresponding mel frequency. The steps used in this 
work for obtaining mel frequency cepstral 
coefficients (MFCCs) from speech signal are as 
follows: 
a) Obtain discrete Fourier transform of a speech 
segment to get short time spectrum. 
b) Compute powers of the above spectrum within the 
triangular overlapping windows placed according to 
mel scale. 
c) Take log of the power at each of the Mel 
frequencies. 
d) Compute the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of 
the list of Mel log powers. 
e) The amplitudes of resulting spectrum give MFCCs. 
 
2).Prosodic Features 
In this work, duration, energy and pitch are used to 
represent prosodic features to capture emotion 
specific information with respect to speaking rate. 
Average duration of all syllables present in an 
emotional utterance is used as the parameter 
representing duration. Frame-wise energy values are 
computed using the formula. 
 Energy =∑n=1 (Sn)2 

 where Sn is the nth speech sample and N is the 
number of samples in the frame. Energy values are 
computed to represent energy of an utterance. They 
are minimum, maximum, mean and standard 
deviation of energy values pertaining to that 
utterance. For computing pitch values, zero frequency 
filter method is used to identify the locations of 
glottal closure instants (GCI). In this work, 
instantaneous pitch values obtained for entire 
utterance are used as pitch values. Four values from 
them are derived (mean, minimum, maximum and 
standard deviation) to represent pitch of an utterance. 
 
2).Formant Features 
The sequence of vocal tract shapes, responsible for 
producing different phonemes is not only unique for 
sound units but also distinct for emotions. The 
sequence of vocal tract shapes for the same sound 
unit uttered by the same person may be exclusively 
different for different emotions. In general, high 
amplitude regions of spectrum represent better 
spectral information, that is unaffected by noise. 
There are evidence of deriving robust speech features 
from these high amplitude spectrum regions. from 
high amplitude regions. 
 Normal spectral features mainly contain information 
about spectral amplitudes, but not about actual 
frequency components. Therefore, formant features 
such as: formant energy, their locations and their 

bandwidths may be used as robust features to 
represent speaking rate from speech signal. To 
analyze the proposed formant features for different 
emotions, a steady portion of the vowel in the syllable 
/LA/ form Berlin utterance ‘Der LAppen liegt auf dem 
Eisschrank ’is chosen. The figures contain only 
anger, happy and neutral emotions, to avoid the 
confusion and show the basic distinctive properties. 
LP spectra for syllable /LA/ are shown in Fig. Here 
the language, text, speaker and contextual 
information is the same. This indicates that the 
variation in the spectra is mainly due to different 
emotions. Formant frequencies are the dominant 
frequency components of human speech, so the slight 
change in their properties may cause major 
difference. It is evident form Fig. 1 that position and 
strength of formants are clearly distinct for different 
emotions. Figure 1 shows single spectrum for each 
emotion, to demonstrate the different properties. 
Spectral peaks indicate the strength of excitation and 
intensity of specific frequency components (or 
frequency band).Their distinctive nature for different 
emotions represents the presence of emotions specific 
information. 
 

 
 
Fig 1 LP Spectra for the syllable /LA/ taken from Der LAppen 

liegt auf dem Eisschrank 
 
C. Classification. 
 
 Gaussian mixture models (GMM). 
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are among the 
most statistically matured methods for clustering and 
density estimation. GMMs are used as a classification 
models in this task. They belong to pattern 
recognition systems. They model the probability 
density function of observed data points using a 
Gaussian mixture density. For a set of inputs, GMM 
refines the weights of each distribution. Mixture 
Models are the type of density models which 
comprise number of functions called Gausses. These 
functions are combined to provide a multimodal 
density. They are able to smooth over gaps resulting 
from sparse sample data (growing or settled at widely 
spaced intervals). Based on duration analysis of 
emotions, eight emotions of IITKGP-SESC are 
broadly categorized into three groups namely active 
(fast), normal and passive (slow) emotions. Anger, 
disgust and fear have faster speaking rate. Therefore, 
they are categorized as active emotions. Similarly 
happy, neutral and surprise are treated as normal 
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emotions. Remaining two emotions namely sadness 
and sarcastic fall under the category of passive 
emotions. In this case, classification is done into one 
of the emotion groups rather than into individual 
emotions, therefore it is known as gross level 
categorization. Gross level emotion classification is 
studied separately, using three feature sets: spectral, 
prosodic features and combination of both. 
 

 
 
Fig.2   Block diagram of two stage emotion recognition system 

 
III. RESULTS 
 
A. Figures  
 

 
 
The rate of decrease in spectrum amplitude, as 
function of frequency is known as spectral roll-off or 
spectral tilt. This happens mainly because of 
decreasing strength of harmonics, as the frequency 
increases. Speaker can induce more strength into 
higher harmonics. 

 

Table 1 shows emotion detection performance at first 
level using spectral features alone. The diagonal 
elements show the correct classification, whereas 
other elements in the row show the misclassification 
of utterances. Miss-classification of slow emotions as 
normal is quite obvious and expected because of 
overlapping of emotions in their duration plane. 
It is proposed at present Gaussian mixture model 
often to be used to the speaker recognition.GMM 
model can beadopted to represent the distribution of 
the features. 
 Based on speaking rate, eight emotions of IITKGP-
SESC database can be categorized into 3 broad 
groups as a active, normal and passive emotions. 
Each broader class in turn contains 2–3 emotions. 
The classification of these emotions within a group, is 
referred to as finer level classification. It is evident 
from the table that, higher number of spectral features 
performs better classification in case of active and 
normal emotions. Three GMM’s can be trained to 
capture the characteristics of 3 emotional categories. 
In each category 80% of the utterances can be used to 
train the models and remaining 20% can be used for 
validation. IITKGP-SESC contains 150 utterances for 
each emotion, by each speaker (15 sentences × 10 
sessions). Out of 150, 120 utterances can be used for 
training. It means that the model for fast emotions is 
trained using 360 (120 per emotion × 3 emotions) 
utterances and the normal emotion model can train 
with 360 utterances (120 per emotion × 3 emotions). 
The model for slow emotion can be trained with 240 
utterances (120 sentences per emotion × 2 emotions). 
The best classification performance can be achieved 
by the models with 64 Gaussian components.  
 
 TABLE II 
 
13 MFCCs 
  

Emotions 1 
Male 

5 
Females  

5 
males 

5males+5 
females 

Active 83 87 77 74 
Normal  87 77 93 57 
Passive 86 77 70 64 

 
Table II is an example of an average emotion 
classification performance for three broad categories, 
using 13MFCCs. It can be seen from the table that, 
higher number of spectral features performs better 
classification in case of active and normal emotions. 
anger, disgust and surprise emotions are not 
recognized well compared to other emotions. The 
results obtained using IITKGP-SESC can be 
compared with those of Berlin emotion database 
(Emo-DB). Emo-DB contains emotions namely, 
anger, happy, neutral and sad.As per the analysis 
based on average duration values of the utterances of 
Emo-DB: anger, disgust and fear are treated as fast 
emotions, happy and neutral are grouped as normal 
emotions, boredom and sad are in the category of 
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passive emotions. Proposed two stage approach can 
be used for classifying the emotions. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
  Automatic detection of emotions will be evaluated 
using standard Mel-frequency cepstral Coefficients, 
MFCC .The Acoustic Feature will be modeled by 
GMM on frame level. Survey indicates that using 
GMM on the frame level is a feasible technique for 
emotion classification Also Gaussian modeling is 
among the best methods to distinguish emotional 
classes in a space spanned by the following phonetic 
parameters: pitch, pitch range, average pitch,all 
measured across the entire utterance. Studies are 
conducted using berlin database on the actor recorded 
simulated databases, and IITKGP-SESC and Emo-
DB. Separate analysis is done for studying emotions 
and speaker independent emotion classification. 
GMMs are designed and developed to classify the 
utterances based on speaking rate. Utterances with 
varying speaking rates are classified with an accuracy 
of around 82%, using spectral features.  
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